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10 Claims. (Cl. 141-—209) 

The present invention relates to apparatus, commonly 
referred to as a nozzle, for metered delivery of liquids 
of the type described in my U.S. Patents No. 2,787,294, 
entitled “Combined Valve and Shut-Off Means Therefor,” 
which issued April 2, 1957 and No. 2,802,491, entitled 
“Device for Filling a Receptacle, Comprising Automatic 
Stopping Means,” which issued August 13, 1957, both of 
which are assigned to the same assignee as the present 
invention. In apparatus of the type disclosed in the ?rst 
mentioned patent the delivery nozzle is held open so long 
as a stream of liquid emerging in a jet from a jet-forming 
device or injector maintains under pressure the liquid con 
tained in a Pitot tube having one open end in the normal 
path of the stream from the injector. 

In certain types of apparatus of this kind, one of the 
faces of a piston associated with the principal valve which 
controls the ?ow of liquid through the nozzle is ?rst sub 
jected to the pressure of the liquid upstream of that valve 
through a channel which is controlled by an auxiliary 
valve held open by the operator, and is thereafter sub 
jected to the pressure in the Pitot tube. 
A shortcoming of nozzles of this kind is the fact that 

the valve may open again after closing, for example if 
there occurs a decline in pressure upstream thereof. A 
further disadvantage lies in the fact that nozzles of this 
type as heretofore proposed cannot readily be employed 
in liquid delivery systems wherein the quantity to be 
delivered is pre-set, as by an operation independent of 
manipulation of the nozzle. Apparatus for so pre-setting 
the amount to be delivered will hereinafter be called pre 
determining apparatus. 
The present invention provides liquid delivery apparatus 

of an improved type substantially free from these short 
comings. In accordance with the present invention the 
auxiliary valve is not held opened throughout the liquid 
delivery operation. Rather, it closes automatically dur 
ing that phase of the delivery operation begun by the 
formation of the liquid stream emerging from the jet and 
ending with the opening of the main valve. 

Preferably the auxiliary valve is opened by means of 
a cam controlled by a lever under control of the operator. 
At a speci?ed moment during the phase of operation just 
previously described, the auxiliary valve is freed from 
control by this cam and is thus permitted to close. 
The invention will now be further described with ref 

erence to the accompanying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a longitudinal sectional view through a de 

livery nozzle according to the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a partial sectional view similar to that of 

FIG. 1 but at a larger scale and showing certain elements 
of structure in greater detail; 
FIG. 3 is a cross sectional view taken along the lines 

3-—3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary sectional view similar to that 

of FIG. 2 on a still further enlarged scale, showing the 
main valve of the nozzle and the jet-forming structure; 
and 
FIGS. 5 and 6 are further detail views on the same 

section as that of FIG. 2, illustrating the relative positions 
of certain parts of the apparatus during opening and clos 
ing of the nozzle respectively. . 

Referring to FIG. 1, the liquid to be delivered reaches 
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the delivery nozzle of FIG. 1 at the point 2, where the 
nozzle may connect to a ?exible tube. The liquid passes 
thence through a chamber 4 and through a main con 
trol valve 6 and emerge via a chamber 8 and nozzle 
tube 10. A manually operated control lever 14 effects 
rotation of a lever 16 and of the shaft 18 to which the 
lever is affixed. Lever 16 is loaded by means of a spring 
29 to counterclockwise rotation. The shaft 18 passes into 
the chamber 4 of the nozzle through a liquid-tight seal 
22 (FIG. 3) in a nozzle body 24 and carries an arm 26 
at the end of which there is formed a cam surface 28 
and a catch 30 (FIG. 2). The arm 26 bears against the 
valve 6 under stress of the spring 21}, tending to close the 
valve against its seat 32 (FIG. 2). The catch 30, as 
shown in FIG. 5, is arranged to open an auxiliary valve 
34 when lever 26 is rotated clockwise by operation of 
hand lever 14, notwithstanding the stress of springs 36 
which bear against trunnions 38 on the valve 34, tending 
to hold the latter closed. The angle of operation of the 
springs 36 is however so chosen as to permit translation 
of the valve 34 along its seat 40, as shown in FIG. 6, 
by operation of the cam surface 28, when lever 26, once 
having rotated clockwise past valve 34, is allowed to return 
counterclockwise under in?uence of spring 20. This 
translational movement is limited by means of a stop not 
shown in the drawings. 
The main valve 6 is carried on and functionally forms 

part of a movable support generally indicated at 42 which 
moves within the nozzle body 24. The support is of 
generally tubular shape, and includes a jet-forming cham 
ber 44, a jet-?ight chamber 46, and an interruption-?ow 
aperture 48. A connecting tube 51! of ?exible material 
extends from a nipple 52 communicating with aperture 
48 down the nozzle tube 10 to a ?xed termination at 54 
on the side of the discharge end 12 of the nozzle. 
Coaxially disposed with the jet-forming chamber 44 in 
support 42 is provided a Pitot tube 56 supported on or 
formed in a piston 58 which is movable within a cylin 
drical surface 60 formed in the nozzle body 24. 
The auxiliary valve 34 controls the admission of liquid 

from chamber 4 into a channel 62 which extends to an 
ori?ce 64 arranged in the end wall 66 which closes the 
space within cylinder 60 at the end thereof opposite valve 
6. A further valve 68 is provided to close the ori?ce 64, 
valve 68 being stressed against ori?ce 64 by means of a 
spring 70 bearing against the piston 58. The other face 
of the valve 68 may bear against the rear face 59 of the 
piston 58 at the outlet end of the Pitot tube 56. A small 
amount of play is provided between the periphery of the 
valve 68 and the cylinder 60. 
The liquid arriving in the chamber 46 through valve 

6 and jet passage 44 which does not enter tube 56 is 
free to pass out through the annular opening at 72 be 
tween nozzle body 24 and piston 58. The valve 6, formed 
as part of or fastened to movable support 42, includes a 
cylindrical portion 7 which moves with a liquid-tight ?t 
in a cylindrical seat 25 in the nozzle body 24. The seat 
25 thus serves as a guide to the valve 6. When the 
portion 7 becomes disengaged from its seat 25, the valve 
34 becomes disengaged from the catch 30 on the cam 28. 

In the central zone of the cylindrical part 7 of the 
valve 6 there is provided an annular passage 9 which 
communicates through radial holes 11 (FIG. 4) with the 
chamber 44 for formation of a jet at throat 45. 
The operation of the nozzle illustrated is as follows: 
When the operator rotates the lever 14 counterclock 

wise as seen in FIG. 1, the catch 30 on the lever arm 26 
unseats the auxiliary valve 34. See FIG. 5. The liquid 
arriving under pressure from the inlet at 2 through cham 
ber 4 thus passes into the channel 62. This ?uid unseats 
the valve 68 notwithstanding the pressure of the spring 
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70, which is weak, and stresses the valve 68 against the 
rear face 59 of the piston 58, thus closing the Pitot tube 
55. Thus, the liquid pushes the piston 58 towards the 
right as seen in FIG. 2. Via the piston 58 the liquid shifts 
support 42 and with it the valve 6 to the right. 
At the end of a short travel, the annular channel 9 

of the valve 6 becomes unseated from its cylindrical seat 
25, opening the radial passages 11 to the inlet chamber 4. 
The liquid arriving under pressure via the opening 2 ?oods 
the channel h and passes through the radial holes 11 into 
the chamber 44 and thence through the throat 4-5 to form 
a jet in the chamber 46. The stream of liquid formed at 
the outlet 45 of the injector strikes the end 57 of the Pitot 
tube. The pressure existing within the latter increases and 
together with the stress exerted by the spring 70 pushes 
away the valve 68. The pressure within Pitot tube 55 is 
now accordingly exerted over the whole surface of the 
valve 68, which thereupon closes the opening 64. The 
excess liquid on the left side of the valve 68 now passes to 
the other face of the valve through the clearance between 
the valve 68 and the cylinder 60. This pressure existing 
within Pitot tube 56 likewise exists over the rear face 59 
of the piston 58, which is thus shifted to the right, carry 
ing with it the valve 6 against the stress of the compres 
sion spring 74-, which is engaged between shoulders on the 
support 42 and nozzle body 24. 
At the moment when the cylindrical part 7 of valve 6 

becomes completely unseated at 25, that is when the valve 
6 opens to provide direct communication between cham 
ber 4 and the space 8 exterior of support 42 but within 
nozzle body 24, valve 34 becomes disengaged from the 
catch 30. The valve 34 then closes the channel 62 under 
action of the spring 36. The channel 62 is accordingly 
closed off from the portion of the nozzle upstream of the 
valve 6. 
The face 59 of the piston 58 is then subjected only to 

the pressure of the liquid existing within the Pitot tube 56. 
The piston 58, support 42 and consequently the valve 6 
are shifted still further to the right, to the extent per 
mitted by the lever 26 whose position is determined by the 
operator at the lever 14. 

Delivery through tube It) continues until the moment 
when the liquid level in the tank or reservoir being ?lled 
reaches the opening 54. At this instant, air in the tank 
to be ?lled which previously passed into the chamber 46 
via the tube 50 is replaced by the liquid. The chamber 
46 is then ?ooded with liquid so that the jet emerging from 
the injector chamber 44 no longer strikes against the Pitot 
tube 56. Pressure within tube 56 accordingly falls. Un 
der these conditions the valve 6 is closed by the action of 
the moving liquid and the stress of spring 74, and delivery 
is terminated. 
To reinitiate delivery it is necessary ?rst to allow the 

lever 14 to rotate full clockwise, in which position cam 
28 is brought back counterclockwise to the position illus 
trated in FIG. 2. During this movement the valve 34 is 
displaced along its seat by cam action between the sur 
faces 2S and 35 without opening the channel 62, as illus 
trated in FIG. 6. Thereafter the valve 34 is immediately 
restored by action of the spring 36. The nozzle then 
occupies the position shown in FIG. 2. For a new delivery 
the operator must once again actuate lever 14. 
The operation of the valves 6 and 34 and of the arm 25 

is further illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 6 which respectively 
represent the nozzle in the process of opening at the be 
ginning of a delivery and of closing at the end of a de 
livery. In FIG. 5, arm 26 is rotating clockwise as the 
operator rotates lever 14 counterclockwise. Arm 26 has 
opened valve 34 at the catch 30 formed by the end of the 
arm, and valve 34 is about to slip off of the catch and 
close again. Some ?uid has passed down channel 62 and 
valve 6 is about to open under in?uence of the pressure 
exerted by the ?uid through ori?ce 64 and valve 68 on 
the rear face 59 of piston 58. 

In FIG. 6 the valve 6 is in process of closing as the 
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result of ?ooding of chamber 46 from the tube 50. Valve 
34 is closed and lever 26 is shown, in full lines, in full 
clockwise position where it is being held by the operator 
(or by a detent or equivalent not shown). Chamber 46, 
within support 42, has been partly or wholly ?ooded by 
liquid passing up the tube 50. In consequence the jet 
from chamber 44 impinging on the end 57 of tube 56 
has been disrupted, and the pressure in tube 56 and on the 
back face 59 of piston 58 has declined. Hence valve 6 
is moving to the left toward closed position under in 
?uence of spring 74. 

FIG. 6 further illustrates, by means of dotted line show 
ings of arm 26 and valve 34, how when hand lever 14 is 
released the lever 25 rotates counterclockwise and lifts 
valve 34 by means of the cam surface 28, without open 
ing valve 34. This motion of valve 34, without opening 
thereof, permits restoration of the apparatus to the closed 
condition shown in FIG. 2, without re-initiating the proc 
ess by which the valve 6 is opened. 

It is to be observed that: 
(a) Since the valve 34 closes the channel 62 before full 

opening of the valve 6, the latter cannot open again with 
out execution of the two operations described in the fourth 
preceding paragraph. 

(b) The rate at which the liquid is delivered can be 
adjusted by means of the lever 14, since the opening of the 
valve 6 is a function of the position of the arm 26. 

(c) The valve 68 lies outside the normal path of the 
liquid ?ow and consequently has no effect on the normal 
operation of the nozzle. In view of the action of the 
spring 7%, which is weak, the valve es prevents opening 
of the nozzle if the pressure of liquid upstream of the 
principal valve 6 is below a speci?ed value, normally ?xed 
by the public authorities charged with weights and meas 
ures. 

(d) In case the pressure of the liquid entering the noz 
zle at 2 declines sufficiently so that the jet formed in cham 
ber 44 is no longer able to perform its function, the valve 
6 will close automatically under in?uence of the spring 
'74. Reopening of the valve 6 can then occur only as 
indicated in (a) above. 

(2) If for any reason the rate of ?ow of liquid through 
the nozzle falls below a speci?ed level, for example one 
gallon per minute, the valve 6 will close since the pres 
sure produced by the jet on the face 59 of the piston 
58 will decline below the value of the forces tending 
to close valve 6, in particular the force of the spring '74. 

(f) The nozzle of the present invention can be used 
without di?iculty with a predetermining apparatus. In 
general, the pressure prevailing in the ?exible hose at the 
end of which a nozzle is ?xed will vary at the end of 
a delivery operation according as the delivery is inter 
rupted by closure of the nozzle on the one hand or by 
emptying of a measuring vessel or otherwise completing 
delivery of a predetermined amount on the other hand. 
When the nozzle is. closed the pressure which prevails 
in the hose is the maximum which the pump is capable 
of supplying. This may be of the order of twenty-one 
pounds per square inch and the ?exible hose is accord 
ingly stretched thereby. When instead a predetermin 
ing apparatus is employed the ?ow into the ?exible hose 
is interrupted by the valve of that apparatus, disposed 
upstream of the ?exible hose. The pressure existing in 
the latter when actual delivery stops will then correspond 
to that due to the threshhold level of the valve 6 in the 
nozzle. This closing pressure may be of the order of 
four pounds per square inch. The ?exible hose is ac 
cordingly much less stressed. 
By means of the nozzle of the present invention this 

disadvantage may be avoided, the maximum pressure be 
ing maintained in the ?exible hose. Consequently no 
inaccuracies are introduced into the successive deliveries. 
This result may be obtained by providing a small hole 
through the valve of the predetermining apparatus, this 
hole being dimensioned so that the flow therethrough is 
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below that which will maintain the nozzle open. Under 
these conditions and in spite of the presence of the maxi 
mum pressure in the ?exible hose,.the valve 6 will close 
when the jet from the injector chamber 44 becomes in 
adequate to hold the valve 6 open as indicated in para 
graph (d) above. 

Naturally the present invention is not limited to the 
details of the example which has been described. Thus, 
for example the piston 58 and of the valve 6 may form 
a single element instead of two separate parts as shown, 
for purposes of simplicity of construction. Whereas the 
injector 44 is controlled by the principal valve 6 in the 
example described, this injector may consistently with 
the invention be supplied from a separate channel having 
therein a second auxiliary valve separate from the valve 
6. The hole through the valve of the predetermining 
apparatus may be replaced by a by-pass line around that 
valve. 

It will be observed that in FIG. 2 the cross sectional 
area of piston 58 is greater than that of the valve 6 at 
its seat 25. In consequence of this fact the pressure 
of the liquid, while valve 34 is open, exerts a stress on 
piston 58 towards the right, in FIG. 2, greater than the 
stress exerted on valve 6 toward the left. 

It will be seen from the foregoing that the invention 
provides liquid ?ow control apparatus including a main 
channel extending from an inlet at 2 through the passage 
4, the valve 6, the chamber 8 and the nozzle tube 10 
to an outlet at 12. A main valve 6 is disposed in this 
main ?ow channel, coupled to a piston 53. An aux 
iliary channel 62 connects the side of piston 58 (at its 
face 59) on which pressure tends to open the valve 6 
with the main channel at 4 through an auxiliary valve 
34. This liquid ?ow control apparatus also includes at 
44 a jet-forming chamber and at 46 a jet ?ight chamber 
into which successively liquid may flow, when valve 6 
is opened, from the inlet side of the main channel. In 
addition, the apparatus includes in the tube 56 a re 
ceiving tube disposed in the path of the jet passing down 
the chamber 46 and this receiving tube communicates 
with the side of piston 58 open to channel 62. The 
?exible tube 50 extending from the outlet of the main 
channel at 12 up to the jet ?ight chamber 46, which in 
the embodiment shown is movable with the valve 6,, 
constitutes means by which the jet in chamber 46 may 
be disrupted when the liquid level in the reservoir being 
lled reaches the outlet 12. 
I claim: 
1. Liquid ?ow control apparatus comprising means de 

?ning a main ?ow channel, a main valve disposed in said 
channel, a piston coupled to said valve, an auxiliary 
channel connecting the side of said piston on which pres 
sure tends to open said valve with said main channel up 
stream of said main valve, an auxiliary valve in said 
auxiliary channel, whereby upon opening of said aux 
iliary valve said main valve is opened by pressure exerted 
on said piston by liquid in said auxiliary channel, means 
responsive to the opening of said main valve for causing 
said auxiliary valve to return to a closed position, means 
to de?ne a ?uid jet communicating via said main valve 
with said main channel upstream of said main valve, 
means de?ning a jet ?ight chamber, a receiving tube 
disposed in the path of said jet and communicating with 
said side of said piston, and means to supply liquid to 
said jet ?ight chamber to disrupt said jet. 

2. Liquid ?ow control apparatus comprising means de 
?ning a main ?ow channel, a main valve disposed in 
said channel, a piston coupled to said valve, an auxiliary 
channel connecting the side of said piston on which pres 
sure tends to open said main valve with said main chan 
nel upstream of said main valve, an auxiliary valve in 
said auxiliary channel, a check valve in said auxiliary 
channel downstream of said auxiliary valve and upstream 
of said side of said piston, means responsive to the open 
ing of said main valve for causing said auxiliary valve 
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to move from an open to a closed position, means to 
de?ne a fluid jet communicating via said main valve with 
said main channel upstream of said main valve, means 
de?ning a jet ?ight chamber, a receiving tube disposed 
in the path of said jet and communicating with said side 
of said piston, and means to supply liquid to said jet 
?ight chamber to disrupt said jet. 

3. Liquid ?ow control apparatus comprising means de 
?ning a main flow channel, a main valve disposed in said 
channel, a piston coupled to said valve, an auxiliary 
channel connecting the side of said piston on which 
pressure tends to open said valve with said main channel 
upstream of said main valve, an auxiliary valve in said 
auxiliary channel, said piston having a greater cross sec 
tional area than said main valve, whereby upon opening 
of said auxiliary valve said main valve is opened by 
pressure exerted on said piston by liquid in said aux 
iliary channel, means responsive to the opening of said 
main valve for causing said auxiliary valve to return 
to a closed position, said main valve having therewithin 
a jet-forming chamber communicating when said main 
valve is open with said main channel upstream of said 
main valve, said piston having an aperture therethrough 
extending from said side of said piston to a position in 
the path of the jet emerging from said jet-forming cham 
ber, and means to disrupt impingement of said jet on 
said ori?ce. 

4. Liquid ?ow control apparatus comprising means 
de?ning a main ?ow channel, a main valve disposed in 
said channel, a piston coupled to said valve, an auxiliary 
channel connecting the side of said piston on which pres 
sure tends to open said main valve with said main chan 
nel upstream of said main valve, an auxiliary valve adapted 
to close said auxiliary channel, means to de?ne a ?uid 
jet communicating via said main valve with said main 
channel upstream of said main valve, means de?ning a 
jet ?ight chamber, a receiving tube disposed in the path 
of said jet and communicating with said side of said 
piston, means to supply liquid to said jet ?ight chamber 
to disrupt said jet, resilient means biasing said main valve 
to closed position, means to retract said resilient means, 
and means for temporarily opening said auxiliary valve 
during retraction of said resilient means. 

5. Liquid ?ow control apparatus comprising means de 
?ning a main ?ow channel, a main valve disposed in said 
channel, a piston coupled to said valve, an auxiliary 
channel connecting the side of said piston on which pres 
sure tends to open said main valve with said main chan 
nel upstream of said main valve, an auxiliary valve adapted 
to close said auxiliary channel, means to de?ne a ?uid 
jet communicating via said main valve with said main 
channel upstream of said main valve, means de?ning a 
jet ?ight chamber, a receiving tube disposed in the path 
of said jet and communicating with said side of said piston, 
means to supply liquid to said jet ?ight chamber to dis 
rupt said jet, a lever engageable with said main valve 
throughout a range of travel of said main valve, resilient 
means biasing said lever into rotation toward the closed 
position of said main valve, and means coupled to said 
lever for temporarily opening said auxiliary valve dur 
ing rotation of said lever in the opposite direction. 

6. Liquid ?ow control apparatus comprising means de 
?ning a main ?ow channel, a main valve disposed in 
said channel, a piston coupled to said valve, an auxiliary 
channel connecting the side of said piston on which pres 
sure tends to open said main valve with said main chan 
nel upstream of said main valve, an auxiliary valve adapted 
to close said auxiliary channel, means to de?ne a ?uid 
jet communicating via said main valve with said main 
channel upstream of said main valve, means de?ning a 
jet ?ight chamber, a receiving tube disposed in the path 
of said jet and communicating with said side of said 
piston, means to supply liquid to said jet ?ight chamber 
to disrupt said jet, a lever engageable with said main 
valve, resilient means biasing said lever into rotation in 
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a ?rst direction which closes said main valve, said lever 
including a catch portion opening said auxiliary valve 
upon rotation of said lever in the direction opposite said 
?rst direction and a cam portion permitting displace 
ment of said auxiliary valve without opening thereof upon 
rotation of said lever in said ?rst direction. 

7. Liquid ?ow control apparatus comprising means de 
?ning a main ?ow channel extending from an inlet to 
an outlet, a main valve disposed in said channel, a piston 
coupled to said valve, an auxiliary channel connecting 
the side of said piston on which pressure tends to open 
said main valve with said main channel upstream of said 
main valve, an auxiliary valve in said auxiliary channel, 
means responsive to the opening of said main valve for 
causing said auxiliary valve to move from an open to 
a closed position, means to de?ne a ?uid jet communicat 
ing via said main valve with said main channel upstream 
of said main valve, means de?ning a jet ?ight chamber, 
a receiving tube disposed in the path of said jet and com 
municating with said side of said piston, and means de 
?ning a channel extending from said outlet to said jet 
?ight chamber. 

8. Liquid ?ow control apparatus comprising means de 
?ning a main ?ow channel extending from an inlet to 
an outlet, a main valve disposed in said channel, a piston 
coupled to said valve, an auxiliary channel connecting 
the side of said piston on which pressure tends to open 
said valve with said main channel upstream of said main 
valve, an auxiliary valve in said auxiliary channel, said 
main valve having therewithin a jet-forming chamber 
communicating when said main valve is open with said 
main channel upstream of said main valve, said main 
valve further having therewithin a jet ?ight chamber 
accommodating a jet of liquid emerging from said jet 
forming chamber, said piston having an aperture there 
through extending from said side of said piston to a 
position in the path of the jet emerging from said jet 
forming chamber, and means de?ning a channel extending 
from said outlet to said jet ?ight chamber, said last-named 
channel including a ?exible portion. 

9. Liquid ?ow control apparatus comprising means de~ 
?ning a main ?ow channel, a main valve disposed in 
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said channel, a piston coupied to said valve, an aux 
iliary channel connecting the side of said piston on which 
pressure tends to open said main valve with said main 
channel upstream of said main valve, an auxiliary valve 
adapted to close said auxiliary channel, means to de 
?ne a ?uid jet communicating via said main valve with 
said main channel upstream of said main valve, means 
de?ning a jet ?ight chamber, a receiving tube disposed 
in the path of said jet and communicating with said side 
of said piston, an aspirating tube opening into said jet 
?ight chamber, resilient means biasing said main valve 
to closed position, means to retract said resilient means, 
and means for temporarily opening said auxiliary valve 
during retraction of said resilient means. 

10. Liquid ?ow control apparatus comprising means 
de?ning a main ?ow channel extending from an inlet 
to an outlet, a main valve disposed in said channel, a 
piston coupled to said valve, an auxiliary channel con 
necting the side of said piston on which pressure tends 
to open said main valve with said main channel upstream 
of said main valve, an auxiliary valve adapted to close 
said auxiliary channel, means to de?ne a ?uid jet corn 
municating via said main valve with said main channel 
upstream of said main valve, means de?ning a jet ?ight 
chamber, a receiving tube disposed in the path of said 
jet and communicating with said side of said piston, an 
aspirating tube connected between said outlet and said 
jet ?ight chamber, a lever engageable with said main 
valve, resilient means biasing said lever into rotation in 
a ?rst direction which closes said main valve, said lever 
including a catch portion opening said auxiliary valve 
upon rotation of said lever in the direction opposite said 
?rst direction and a cam portion permitting displace 
ment of said auxiliary valve without opening thereof upon 
rotation of said lever in said ?rst direction. 
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